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zazerific
PLAY | SING | READ | WRITE | TALK

Creative ideas & engaging hands-on activities to support
children ages 0-5 early literacy skill development.
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zazerific fun!

PLAY
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&
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“You can find magic wherever you look. Sit back and relax all you need is a book!”
Dr. Seuss
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EDITOR'S
LETTER
Giggles and silly banter fill the air as two little
kiddos playfully eat lunch. “Hey mom come check
this out,” my 4 year old shouts as I walk over to
the table. Then, he proudly yells out, “look I made
the letter H”, pointing eagerly to his carrot sticks.
Immediately his 3 year old sister points to her
plate and calls out, “Mommy, Mommy look look it’s
an M”, pointing while beaming ear to ear. From
that point on the next 15 minutes of lunch was
magically transformed into a game of how many
letter shapes they could make out of carrot sticks.
Zazerific fun, right! That is what my kids and I call
moments like this. I also like to think of times like
this as special moments of internal triumph within
a child. Moments when experiences in their world
come together and make sense. Recognition and
connections across patterns, shapes and sounds
happen. A budding of early literacy skills right
before your eyes.
Playful every day interactions like this make such
a profoundly positive impact on our children's
future. Parents and caregivers are so fortunate to
be their child’s first teacher.
I hope that you enjoy this compilation of ideas and
activities as you share in creating playful moments
with the Littles you love!
Tanya Paine
Founder, Chisago Lakes Early Literacy Project
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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BUILDING
FUTURE
LEADERS
Learning is a result of multidimensional experiences starting at
birth. By age three, a child’s brain has
reached 80% of its adult volume.*
The richer a child's interactive
experiences with a caregiver through
playing, reading, singing, writing and
talking the more they learn to connect
the meaning of spoken language.
Words on a page begin to mean
something. The larger a child's
vocabulary the better the child will do
when they enter school.

Early Literacy is key when building a
foundation to become an effective
communicator.
Effective communicators are more
adept at interpersonal skills which
leads to building relationships with
others.

Caregivers play such a vital role in
nurturing a child's self confidence in
the ability to learn to read. Interacting
together build's a child's overall
positive development. Enjoy all of
these wonderful experiences!

Ultimately, life is about relationships
and those that can read, write, listen
and speak well are great at
relationships. It all starts with
surrounding children with written and
spoken word at an early age.

Carmen Woeltge
Family Services & Education Director
Chisago Lakes Area Schools ISD 2144

Dean Jennissen
Superintendent
Chisago Lakes Area Schools ISD 2144
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5

*RAKIC, P. (2006). NEUROSCIENCE. NO MORE CORTICAL NEURONS FOR YOU. SCIENCE, 313(5789), 928-929.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

READING

"Reading aloud with young
children is one of the most
effective ways to expose
them to enriched language
and to encourage specific
early literacy skills needed
to promote school
readiness."
— American Academy of
Pediatrics

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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it's all zazerific fun!
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

READING

"Reading is one of the best ways to
promote a child’s brain
development. Even before he/she
can recognize letters or words,
reading kick starts language and
communication skills. Hearing words
and seeing pictures connects the
two in a child’s mind. Repeating the
same books further builds
recognition between the words you
speak and the images on the page."
— Help Me Grow MN

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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EXPLORING THE
WORLD AROND THEM
Social & Emotional
Comforts self by seeking
out special object or
person
Able to look at a situation
differently or delay
gratification
Accepts redirection from adults
Manages rules, routines, and transitions
with occasional reminders
Demonstrates confidence in meeting own
needs
Demonstrates concern about the feelings
of others
Takes turns & offers solutions to a problem

Approches to
Learning
Sustains interest in
working on a task
Practices an activity many
times until successful
Uses creativity and
imagination during play
and routine tasks
Observes and imitates how other people
solve problems; asks for a solution and
uses it
Places objects in two or more groups based
on differences in a single characteristic, e.g.
color, size, or shape
Plans and then uses drawings,
constructions, movements, and
dramatization to represent ideas

Language Literacy &
Communication
Responds appropriately to
simple statements, questions,
and stories
Describes and tells the use of
many familiar objects

Tells simple stories about objects, events, and
people
Fills in the missing rhyming word; generates
rhyming words spontaneously
Matches beginning sounds of some words
Asks and answers questions about the text;
refers to the pictures
Writes mock letters or letter-like forms

Continue reading at next page >

DEVELPMENTAL
MILESTONES
By Carmen Woeltge
All learning is based on the foundation of children’s healthy
social and emotional development.
LOOK FORS and FOCUS AREAS in preschool development
Show confidence and self-direction, identify gender and
self as part of a family, community, and culture, ability to
make choices, verbal expression of needs and emotions,
responses to changing behavioral expectations, and
beginning to manage conflicts in social interactions.
Focus on how children show their eagerness to
investigate new things, engage in play with peers for
extended periods of time, persist, experiment with new
ways to combine materials, and contribute relevant
information to discussions.
Show their rapidly expanding vocabulary in how they
respond to directions and conversations. Express needs
and wants more clearly. Show enjoyment in being read to
and begin to make sense of letters and print as they play.

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5

Information gathered from the Early Childhood Indicators of Progress: Minnesota’s Early Learning Standards and Teaching Strategies GOLD Objectives for Development & Learning, Birth Through Third Grade
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EXPLORING THE
WORLD AROND THEM
Creativity & The Arts
Selects their own art
experience during play
Uses art related vocabulary
(stage, easel, brush, etc)

Demonstrates their preference by combining
artistic elements (color, sound, , etc)
Extends artistic patterns with sound, music,
motions, gestures, and materials
Describes own feelings through art expression

Cognitive Development:
Math, Science, and Social
Systems
Verbally counts up to 10-20
objects accurately; tells what
number (1-10) comes next in
order by counting
Completes simple repeating
patterns
Recognizes the number of items in a small set
(up to five) instantly; combines and separates
up to five objects and describes the parts
Follows simple directions related to proximity
(beside, between, next to)
Identifies a few basic shapes (circle, square,
triangle)
Relates time to daily routines and schedule

Physical and Movement
Development
Moves from place to place with
control
Sustains balance during simple
& complex movement
experiences
Manipulates balls or similar objects with flexible
body movements
Uses refined wrist and finger movements
(Buttons, zips, buckles, laces)
Uses small, precise finger and hand
movements (strings small beads)
Holds drawing and writing tools with whole
hand or by using a three-point finger grip

DEVELPMENTAL
MILESTONES
continued from page 7
Focus on how children intentionally use the arts, develop
vocabulary to describe their own creations and begin to
combine artistic elements.
Growing language capabilities include their use of an
ever-increasing vocabulary of mathematical terms to
describe and make sense of their world. They recite
numbers and count objects with one-to-one
correspondence to higher quantities. They identify
geometric shapes and use the comparative language of
measurement. They develop sorting strategies that grow
in complexity and duplicate and creating patterns.
Show the ways they seek to gain knowledge and
formulate questions, making plans and predictions, and
verbally expressing their ideas and thoughts.
Focus on how children show their increasing coordination
and balance as they walk, run, climb, hop, jump, and
gallop, kick, throw, catch, and bounce balls, and use their
hands and fingers to manipulate puzzle pieces, to draw
and write, and to put on articles of clothing
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5

Information gathered from the Early Childhood Indicators of Progress: Minnesota’s Early Learning Standards and Teaching Strategies GOLD Objectives for Development & Learning, Birth Through Third Grade
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Milestones In Motion

“Do bear and chair
rhyme? What about
bear and goat?”

Invites another
child to pull the
wagon with her

Sees group
pretending to ride
a bus and says,
“Let’s go to the zoo
on the bus.”

“That's a 3, and
there are three
puppies on this
page.”

Glues red yarn on
paper and says, “I
made spaghetti.”

Looks at an
assortment of pegs
and selects the size
that will fit in the
hole

Keeps looking
through all the
magnetic letters
for those that are
in her name

Uses a table,
sheets, & towels to
build a tent

“For a small child there is no division between playing and learning; between the things he
or she does ‘just for fun’ and things that are ‘educational.’ The child learns while living and
any part of living that is enjoyable is also play.”

~ Penelope Leach

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
Information gathered from the Early Childhood Indicators of Progress: Minnesota’s Early Learning Standards and Teaching Strategies GOLD Objectives for Development & Learning, Birth Through Third Grade
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

READING

Jim Trelease, author of the Read-Aloud
Handbook, said “What we teach children to
love and desire will always outweigh what we
make them learn”.
Teach your children to love reading by focusing
on the fun and joy that reading can bring.
Make the experience one that they remember
fondly as you laugh together and cry together,
sharing the world of stories.
Let them read whatever they want – graphic
novels, cereal boxes, fiction or non-fiction. Tell
them your stories and encourage them to tell
their own. Surround them with books – your
library is full of them and staffed with librarians
who are willing to share and help. Visit often
as you work to raise a reader.

— Carla Lydon, Director
East Central Regional Library

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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STORYTIME IDEAS

8 prop ideas available around the house to bring a story to life

Create a magical world of fun!
Imagine a favorite stuffed animal takes on the personality of a character in
the story, a cardboard box becomes a race car, a multicolored scarf
becomes a floating butterfly, or leaves and pinecones take on names &
shapes in the story.
Incorporating props made from simple things around the house can create
a beautifully interactive reading experience for your child. Ideas to the
infinity!

STUFFED ANIMALS

cardboard boxes

SCARVES

Play-dough

Wooden Spoons*

hats

Nature

FIGURes & Blocks

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
*THE IMAGINATION TREE; OWL BABY STORY SPOONS
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STORYTIME IDEAS
THE MAGIC OF OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS

"Research has demonstrated that the
most effective read alouds are those
in which children are actively involved
asking and answering questions and
making predictions rather than
passively listening." Repeated
Interactive Read Alouds in Preschool
and Kindergarten, Lea M. McGee,
Judith Schickedanz

Open Ended Questions:
Tell me what you think the story is
about from looking at the front
cover.

What do you think will happen next?

What character (s) do you like the
best? Why?

What character (s) do you like the
least? Why?

What is your favorite part of the
story?

Talk about what letters, colors, or
shapes they see. Ask to look for
certain ones throughout the story.

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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STORYTIME IDEAS
STORYTIME
IDEAS
G R E A Great
T R EReads
A D S With
W I TProps
H PROPS

“CHILDREN LEARN AS THEY PLAY. MOST IMPORTANTLY, IN
PLAY CHILDREN LEARN HOW TO LEARN. ”
O. FRED DONALDSON

CORDUROY
Teddy Bear
Buttons

THE
RAINBOW FISH
Play-dough
Large Plastic
Beads

HEDGEHUGS
Socks
Pinecone

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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STORYTIME
PROP
MAGIC!
OWL BABIES
STORY SPOONS*
The Imagination Tree
MATERIALS NEEDED:
Wooden Spoons
Acrylic Paints
Paintbrushes
Colored Felt Fabric
Fabric Glue
Black Sharpie Marker

DIRECTIONS:
Paint 3 wooden spoons with white
acrylic paint and a 4th spoon light
brown. When dry, add light grey &
brown speckles in overlapping rows to
create the effect of dappled feathers.
Do the same for the brown spoon using
darker brown shades. Next, cut small
feather shapes from the brown & white
felt & glue them onto the corresponding
owl spoons. Add orange circles for eyes
and a pupil in the center of each with
black Sharpie. The beaks & wings were
made in the same way, stuck firmly into
place with the fabric glue.
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
>CLICK ON UNDERLINED TEXT FOR MORE INFORMATION

*THE IMAGINATION TREE; OWL BABY STORY SPOONS
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STORYTIME
PROP
MAGIC!
WE'RE GOING ON
A BEAR HUNT
STORY SPOONS*
The Imagination Tree
MATERIALS NEEDED:
Wooden Spoon
Acrylic Paints
Felt Scraps
Fabric Glue or Hot Glue Gun
Sharpie Marker
Scissors

DIRECTIONS:
Paint the spoon with brown paint.
Add semi-circles of felt for ears, a small
black felt nose, white and black felt
shapes for the eyes.
Add a Sharpie drawn mouth.

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
>CLICK ON UNDERLINED TEXT FOR MORE INFORMATION

*THE IMAGINATION TREE; OWL BABY STORY SPOONS
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

READING

Reading is fun at all ages. It brings
out a sense of imagination and
learning. Reading is good for little
kids as they learn pre-reading skills
that will aid in learning to read.
Reading is a good bonding
experience as you can share and
experience the book together.
Read at least 20 minutes a day to
bring out language and vocabulary.
Read at different times throughout
the day. A favorite reading time is
before bed or nap.
Snuggles are the best!
— Cinnamin Theisen, Parent Educator,
Chisago Lakes Family Center
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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BOOKS +
CRAFT
ACTIVITY
PETE THE CAT
PUPPET CRAFT
Simple Everyday Mom
Supplies:
Brown Paper Bag
Colored Paper or Card Stock - dark
blue, yellow, dark yellow, black
White Card Stock
Scissors
Glue Stick
Draw a circle & cut out or use a 1″
circle punch (optional)
Black Marker
Pete the Cat Puppet Template

Directions:
Download the Pete the Cat puppet template,
print out the pieces and cut each one out. Place
the blue body piece just below the top flap and
glue in place. Glue the yellow shirt piece on top
of the blue body. Position the collar on either
side of the shirt and glue down. Place the three
colored buttons down the middle of the shirt.
Use the black marker to draw the four holes on
the button. Glue the blue cat face to the top flap
of the brown paper bag. Place Pete’s ears
behind the bag and glue in place. Assemble
Pete’s eyes by gluing the black part onto the
large yellow eye. Next, glue the white part on
top of that. Flip over and trim off the excess.
Glue Pete’s eyes in place in the middle of the
paper bag flap. Position his white nose just
beneath his eyes and glue down.
>CLICK ON UNDERLINED TEXT FOR MORE INFORMATION

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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BOOKS +
CRAFT
ACTIVITY
CREATE YOUR OWN
GINGERBREAD MAN
Supplies:
Play-Dough - Variety of Colors
Gingerbread Man Cookie
Cutter
Colored Construction Paper
Washable Markers
Toddler Scissors
Glue

Directions:
Press out play-dough with your
hands. Use the cookie cutter to cut
out a gingerbread man shape. Use
different colored play-dough to
make eyes, nose, mouth, and
buttons.
Use the cookie cutter & marker to
trace a gingerbread man onto
construction paper. Cut out with
scissors. Decorate with markers or
draw, cut out, and glue decorations
using construction paper.
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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BOOKS +
CRAFT
ACTIVITY
MAKE YOUR OWN
CLOUD PICTURE
Supplies:
Blue Construction Paper
White Washable Paint

Directions:
Assist your child drop dots of
white paint on the blue paper.
Then, fold the blue paper in
half by lining up the corners.
Encourage your child to help
fold the paper with you or try
folding it on their own.
Next, ask your child to rub
and press the paper.
Finally, open the paper to
reveal a fun design and talk
about what you see.

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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BOOKS +
CRAFT
ACTIVITY
FOOT PRINT POLAR
BEAR
Supplies:
Blue Construction Paper
White Washable Paint
Paintbrush
Large Baking Pan

Directions:
Parent/caregiver paints the child’s
foot white and places it down on
the blue paper. Let dry completely.
For added fun, pour the white
paint into a large baking pan &
have your child step in; covering
their feet in paint. Then, step
down on the blue paper. Let dry
completely.
Add eyes, nose, ears, and mouth
to create a polar bear.
Create other “snow” on the ground
or in the air by letting your child
use their finger, hand, or
paintbrush to add more white paint
to the paper.
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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BOOKS +
CRAFT
ACTIVITY
MESS FREE
PAINTING
Supplies:
Large Ziplock Bag
Tape
Cardstock or Heavy White Paper
Blue, Red, and Yellow Washable
Paint

Directions:
Drop a few drops of blue & red paint
on cardstock in a large resealable
bag. Tape the end of the bag to
ensure it cannot be opened. Have
your child press the paint around
however they’d like. Talk about the
colors and how they are mixing.
Once your child is done “painting",
take the page out & scrape off any
excess paint that is too thick or
clumpy.
Let your page dry completely.
Repeat the process with drops of red
and yellow and yellow and blue
paints to create other colors and
works of art.
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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MORE FUN
WITH
CRAFTS!
MAKE YOUR OWN
PLAYDOUGH
Recipe:
2 cups Water
1/4 cup Salt
2 TBSP Oil
2 cups Flour
4 tsp Cream of Tartar
Food Coloring
(optional)
Essential Oil (optional)
Mix all ingredients in a pot.
Cook, stirring constantly
until the mixture congeals
and appears dry on the
outside. Pour onto the
counter and knead for 5
minutes. Add food coloring
and essential oil. Once
dough is cooled, store in
tightly sealed container.
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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"PLAY GIVES CHILDREN THE CHANCE TO
PRACTICE WHAT THEY ARE LEARNING"
MR. FRED ROGERS

THE IMPORTANCE OF

PLAY

Play offers a natural way to express ideas
and learn. Learning involves engaging caregivers responding and interacting
through eye contact, physical touch,
listening, and talking.
Play supports emotional regulation, social
emotional health and the ability to solve a
problem.
Play has endless possibilities. Center
interaction on play and it all flows from
there. Just have fun and build on ideas.
Support children as they explore their world.
Be curious – no boundaries – use your
imagination.
— Carmen Woeltge, Family Services &
Education Director Chisago Lakes
Area Schools
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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LEARNING THROUGH PLAY

Popular games that promote cognitive, social-emotional, language and
motor development
Playing games is a great way to provide additional practice building early
literacy skills. Everyday activities like family meals, bedtime, bath or errand
running are all fun opportunities for early literacy skill building through play.
It's about using different times and opportunities everyday to help your child
learn. Play involving singing, sound and word games, reading, writing and
drawing are great ways to lay a good early literacy foundation.
Incorporating bursts of interactive play with your child throughout the day
helps build a strong foundation for doing well at school, socializing with
others, problem-solving, making decisions, and becoming independent. Three
cheers for playful fun & games!

duck duck goose

Scavenger hunt

i spy with my
little eye

freeze dance

simon says

concentration
game - what's
missing...

feed the woozle

Tall Tales: The
Game of Infinite
Storytelling
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

MUSIC

Music is like a playground of endless rides
and experiences.
When my son and daughter where infants,
nursery rhymes were the go to for soothing
tempered moods and calming for bedtime.
During the toddler years songs became a
fantastic way to help with transitions between
activities and learning to follow directions.
It's amazing when you spell out a task using
a song the kiddos magically respond! Now
that we are in the preschool stage, music is
taking on so many more dimensions like
learning to sound out new words, getting the
wiggles out, practicing memorization, you
name it!
Through all these years even though I
personally cannot carry a tune, my kiddos
don't mind because we are having so much
FUN!
— Tanya Paine, Founder
Chisago Lakes Early Literacy Project
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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T H E

M A G I C

O F

M U S I C

THE BENEFITS OF MUSIC & EARLY LITERACY

"There is substantial evidence that children acquire vocabulary incidentally
by reading and listening to oral stories. During the preschool years before
children can read, children rely exclusively on the oral language they listen to
in order to acquire language. Research shows that stories read aloud are an
effective source of new vocabulary for young children." Paulette Parker, Five
Things to Know About Music & Early Literacy
Music instruction strengthens
listening and attention skills
The ability to pay attention is a learned
skill. Music requires children to focus
their minds on the sound perceived.
Music instruction increases
sequencing ability
The ability to remember the order of
items in a list or the order of sounds in a
word are necessary for learning to read.
Music instruction enriches print
awareness
Awareness of print concepts provides
the backdrop against which reading and
writing are best learned.

Music instruction improves
phonological awareness
Phonological awareness is the ability to
hear sounds that make up words in
spoken language. Through phonological
awareness, children learn to associate
sounds with symbols, and create links to
word recognition and decoding skills
necessary for reading.
Music instruction enriches vocabulary
Most kids reach a phase of repeating
everything they hear – even when it's
something inappropriate. When learning
songs that they recite over and over, the
words in those songs become the
building blocks of their vocabulary.
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
PARKER, PAULETTE. FIVE THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT MUSIC AND EARLY LITERACY. MARCH 2016
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SONG RECOMMENDATIONS
Popular sing along and circle time songs appropriate for ages 0-5

Make Music Part Of Daily Life!
"Music is a great way to introduce children to sounds and words! Research
indicates that exposure to music has numerous benefits for a child's
development." Reading Rockets
"The greatest gift you can give another is the purity of your attention,”
Richard Moss. Silly singing together; what a perfect way to bond!

Bubble Bubble Pop

if you're happy and
you know it...

five little ducks

head shoulers
knees and toes

wheels on the bus

b-i-n-g-o

five little monkeys

slippery fish

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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SONGS INTO BOOKS

Read-Along Music Videos
by Laurie Berkner

"One of my primary goals has always been to capture the natural musicality in every child
and to help others inspire children to sing, move, and express their feelings.” Laurie Berkner

EARLY LITERACY
THEMED SONGS

MUSIC, BOOKS &
CRAFTS

SEMINARS &
CONTINUING EDU

Look At All The Letters

Paper Plate Spaghetti

Music in the “Classroom”
Seminar I

These Are My Glasses

Dinosaur Feet

The Story of My Feelings

DIY Bath Paint

BOOTS
My Family

>CLICK ON UNDERLINED TEXT FOR MORE INFORMATION

Music in the "Classroom"
Seminar I Continuing
Education Credit
Music in the “Classroom' 2:
Engaging, Entertaining, and
Educating in a Virtual World

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

LOOSE PARTS
PLAY

Purposely giving children loose parts to
play in various settings allows them to
engage, explore and inquire about the
world around them.
This can be done not only inside, but
outside in nature playing. Allowing
children to take risks building, climbing,
stacking, and jumping helps them to
learn about the interactions of the world.
Children feel empowered with the
abilities they hold within themselves and
to trust their abilities and skills.
Inquiry is more than questions ~ it is a
mindset and the environment. It is a way
to explore, engage, and play with
endless possibilities!
— Bridget Skallet, Early Childhood
Teacher, Chisago Lakes Little Wildcats &
Family Center
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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LOOSE PARTS
PLAY
What Is It?
Play using natural or man-made objects such as leaves,
sticks, items out of a craft bin, or odds and ends lying
around the house. A child is able to use the parts in
whatever way their imagination steers them – either
using parts individually or in combination with other
parts to form a design.
It’s a super fun form of open ended play that aids in brain
development, encourages playful STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math) exploration, and
helps children with gross and fine motor skill
development too.

EXPERIMENT, DISCOVER, INVENT. LOOSE
PARTS PLAY SPARKS IMAGINATION,
CREATIVITY AND FUN IN THE PUREST FORM
OF SELF EXPRESSION IN A CHILD

What Are The Advantages?
Fun and excitement
Making choices for themselves; autonomy
Self-confidence
Learning through trial & error and cause & effect
Perseverance and problem solving
Inventing, exploring and self discovery
Gross and fine motor skill competence
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
Information from Loose Parts Play Toolkit 2019 edition - Inspiring Scotland & Thrive Outdoors
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GO WHERE YOUR
CURIOSITY TAKES YOU!

Loose Parts
play starter
kit list

Shaving cream
Colored sand
Wood discs
Glass beads
Rocks
Wood rings
Wooden peg “people”
Shells
Deck of cards
Buttons
Book w/ABC, Numbers,
Shapes & Colors

Plastic needles and string/ yarn
Eraser counters
Pipe cleaners
Beads
Wooden sticks
Magnetic letters & numbers
Puzzles
Pom Poms multi size
Clothes pins
Old records/CDs
Hole puncher
Scissors

MORE TO EXPLORE
Loose Parts:
Inspiring Play in
Young Children
(Loose Parts Series)
by Lisa Daly &
Miriam Beloglovsky

>CLICK ON UNDERLINED TEXT FOR MORE INFORMATION

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

SHAPES

Shapes are a part of our everyday
lives starting from birth.
As a young child learns more about
shapes and sizes through visual,
sensory and play, they are
beginning to develop their critical
thinking skills. This helps them to
identify and organize visual
information.
Understanding shapes leads the
way to reading, math and science.
— Stepahnie Sargeant, Early
Childhood Teacher, Chisago Lakes
Little Wildcats & Family Center
ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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"Shapes are symbols. The
early recognition of shapes
relates to your child’s ability
to read symbols otherwise
known as letters. Capital
letters are made mostly of
circles (or parts of circles)
and lines. The first step in
understanding letters is the
ability to know the difference
between a circle and a square
or rectangle." Mary Tellefson,
Everyday Edges and Shapes

Triangles look like the letter A
Circles look like the letter O
Talking about shapes helps
children begin to understand the
differences among letters.

FUN
WITH
SHAPES

ZAZERIFIC / PRESCHOOL AGES 3-5
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SHAPE SONGS AND ACTIVITIES

SHAPE HOKEY
POKEY
You put your circle in,
You put your circle out,
You put your circle in
And you shake it all about.
You do the Hokey Pokey
And you turn yourself around
That's what it's all about.
You put your triangle in
You put your triangle out
You put your triangle in
And you shake it all about.
You do the Hokey Pokey
And you turn yourself around
That's what it's all about.
You put your square in
You put your square out
You put your square in
And you shake it all about.
You do the Hokey Pokey
And you turn yourself around
That's what it's all about.
You put your rectangle in
You put your rectangle out
You put your rectangle in
And you shake it all about.
You do the Hokey Pokey
And you turn yourself around,
That's what it's all about.
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SHAPE SONGS AND ACTIVITIES

THE CIRCLE
SONG
Put your red circle in the air

Wave it high and keep it there

Put your red circle on your back

Now please lay it in your lap

Put your red circle in your hand

Now will everyone please stand

Wave your red circle at the door

Now please lay it on the floor

(Pick it back up)

Hold your red circle and jump, jump,
jump
Now throw your red circle way up, up, up
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Print, Trace & Cut Shapes
What can you find to trace the shape? Let your child help cut it out.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

READING

Developing early literacy skills through
activities such as reading, singing, and
playing with your child gives them a
foundation to build off of for the rest of their
life.
These activities don’t have to be complex
or difficult to be impactful. It can be as easy
as playing with letter magnets on an old
cookie tray or playing a game of “I Spy”
with the objects already in the room that
you are in.
Taking the time to foster an interest in
reading and learning is one of the most
impactful things you can do for your child’s
future. It’s never too early to start reading to
your child!
— Kerstin Finsness, Branch Librarian
Chisago Lakes Area Library
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10 GREAT READS
Available at East Central Regional Library

01 The Book With No
Pictures by B.J. Novak

05 Don’t Let the pigeon Drive
the Bus by Mo Willems

09 Pete The Cat I Love My
White Shoes by James
Dean and Eric Litwin

02 Click Clack Moo Cows
That Type by Doreen
Cronin

06 Harry the Dirty Dog by
Gene Zion

10 The Snowy Day by Ezra
Jack Keats

03 Corduroy by Don Freeman

07 Llama Llama Red Pajama
by Anna Dewdney

04 Curious George by H.A
Rey

08 Make Way For Ducklings
by Robert McCloskey
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EARLY LITERACY RESOURCES

EAST CENTRAL
REGIONAL
LIBRARY
LITTLE SPROUTS BACKPACKS
Little Sprouts Backpacks feature many great early literacy education
components, and the addition of play components enhances the
experience for children and families. Each Backpack is themed and typically
includes several picture books, two to four educational games or toys, and
an activity guide showing how to use the items. Kit themes include topics
such as Friendship and Sharing, Going to the Market, What’s That Sound?,
Color Patterns, Backyard Discovery, Shapes in My World and many more.
ECRL Currently has 30 Little Sprouts Backpacks available for checkout.

PLAY & LEARN KITS
Play and Learn Kits offer young children an avenue to practice their logical
thinking, problem-solving and gross and fine motor skills by using one of
the five basic literacy skills – PLAY. East Central Regional Library has 12 Play
and Learn Kits that can be checked out. Kit topics include: Even Numbered
Counting Tubes, Odd Numbered Counting Tubes, Bugs Building, Numbered
Dice, Rhymes with Sorting Houses, Pop and Match Ending Sound Game,
Alphabet Learning Locks, Unlock it Number Match, Number Robots and My
Community Sorting Houses.

STORYTIME TO GO KITS
These kits are created for use with children ages two to five to promote early
literacy development. Each kit is based on a theme and contains five picture
books, a children’s music CD, a manipulative (educational game, a puppet,
puzzle, felt set, etc.) and an Early Child Ready to Read activity sheet. The
activity sheet provides examples of how to incorporate each of the five early
literacy skills – talk, sing, write, play and read – with the contents of the kit.
ECRL currently has 45 different Storytime To Go Kits that can be checked
out. Themes include alphabet, colors, dogs, feelings, health, monkeys, ocean,
shapes, trains and many more.
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Cuddle Smile Laugh
FAVORITE BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS
FROM CHISAGO LAKES AREA FAMILIES

Ballet Kitty by Bernette Ford
Wonky Donkey by Craig Smith
Stinky Face book series by Lisa McCourt

Toot and Puddle series by Holly Hobbie
Good Night Gorilla by Peggy Rathmann
Book-O-Masks: A Wearable Book by Donald Lemke

Little Blue Truck by Alice Schertle
Pigeon series by Mo Willems
What Do You See by Janina Domanska

Banana by Ed Vere
Giraffes Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae
Part-Time Dog by Jane Thayer

Betty Bunny Likes Cake by Michael Kaplan
Frog and Toad by Arnold Lobel
Corduroy by Don Freeman

Pete the Cat book series by Eric Litwin
Steam Train Dream Train by Sherri Duskey Rinker
Llama Llama book series by Anna Dewdney

Go Dog Go by P. D. Eastman
The Dot by Peter Reynolds
Farmyard Tales by Heather Amery

The Runaway Bunny by Margaret Wise Brown
Ruby Finds a Worry by Tom Percival
Hide and Seek Frog by Alvin Tresselt

The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein
Dragon’s Love Tacos by Adam Rubin
Little Pookie series by Sandra Boynton

Berenstain Bears series by Jan and Mike Berenstain
Polar Bear Polar Bear What Do You Hear by Eric Carle
Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle

The Biggest Fish in the Sea by Dahlov Ipcar
Brown Bear Brown Bear What Do You See by Eric Carle
I’ll Love You Until the Cows Come Home by Kathryn Cristaldi
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Cuddle Smile Laugh
FAVORITE BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS
FROM CHISAGO LAKES AREA FAMILIES

Sam’s Sandwich by David Pelham
Snuggle Puppy by Sandra Boynton
Itsy Bitsy Spider by Iza Trapani

Little Critter series by Mercer Mayer
Oh my oh my Dinosaurs by Sandra Boynton
Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson

Wacky Wednesday by Theo LeSieg
That’s not my Dinosaur by Fiona Watt
Night Night Busy Town by Lucy Semple

The Invisible String by Patrice Karst
Three Billy Goats Gruff by Paul Galdone
The Napping House by Audrey Wood

The Very Busy Spider by Eric Carle
The Little Snow Plow by Lora Koehler
You Can Do It Sam by Amy Hest

Blueberries for Sal by Robert McCloskey
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom by Bill Martin Jr.
Wendel’s Workshop by Chris Riddell

Curious George series by H.A. Rey
Angus and the Cat by Marjorie Flack
Knuffle Bunny by Mo Willems

Mother Bruce Series by Ryan T. Higgins
On the Night You Were Born by Nancy Tillman
It’s My Turn by David Bedford

Harold and the Purple Crayon by Crockett Johnson
Mr. Pines Purple House by Leonard P. Kessler
Moo Baa La La La by Sandra Boynton

The Way I Love You by David Bedford
Piggy and Elephant series by Mo Willems
Edward the Emu by Sheena Knowles

Books by Laura Numeroff
Books by Ezra Jack Keats
Books by Lauren Child
Books by Leo Lionni
Books by Jan Brett
Books by Richard Scarry

Charlie the Ranch Dog by Ree Drummond
Good Night Moon by Margaret Wise Brown
The Little Mouse the Red Ripe Strawberry and
the Big Hungry Bear by Don Wood
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THE IMPORTANCE OF

READING
“The more you read, the more you
know. The more you know, the
smarter you grow. The smarter
you grow, the stronger your voice,
when speaking your mind or
making your choice.”
— National Library Week
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Extra Resources
1. CHISAGO LAKES EARLY CHILDHOOD PARENTS
Private Facebook Group managed by Chisago Lakes
Community Education. Communicate with other
parents, connect with families and learn about activities
in the area.

2. EAST CENTRAL REGIONAL LIBRARY - EARLY
LITERACY WEBPAGE
Special events and programs, weekly storytime
schedules, printable storytime handouts, and printable
Early Literacy Calendars filled with early literacy tips
and early STEM activities for you and your little one to
do together!

3. CHISAGO LAKES EARLY LITERACY PROJECT
Our mission is to connect caregivers with early literacy
resources, professionals, and events to empower
families to better prepare young children to read and
love to learn.

4. READING ROCKETS
Reading Rockets is a national public media literacy
initiative offering information and resources on how
young kids learn to read, why so many struggle, and
how caring adults can help.

5. LOOSE PARTS PLAY
Toolkit focused on helping adults develop the skills
to support inclusive, all-weather outdoor play and
encourage them to allow children to play in a less
structured and more imaginative manner.
6. HELP ME GROW MINNESOTA
Help Me Grow is an interagency initiative of the State of
Minnesota (Department of Education, Department of
Health and Department of Human Services). Additional
information on Developmental Milestones.
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THANK YOU
TREVOR HOHEISEL
MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

CHISAGO LAKES
ROTARY
CHISAGO LAKES LIONS

CHISAGO LAKES
COMMUNITY
EDUCATION
CHISAGO LAKES AREA
LIBRARY

“ENCOURAGING A CHILD MEANS THAT ONE OR MORE OF THE
FOLLOWING CRITICAL LIFE MESSAGES ARE COMING THROUGH,
EITHER BY WORD OR BY ACTION: I BELIEVE IN YOU, I TRUST
YOU, I KNOW YOU CAN HANDLE THIS, YOU ARE LISTENED TO,
YOU ARE CARED FOR, YOU ARE VERY IMPORTANT TO ME.”
~ BARBARA COLOROSO
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Books Across Our Parks
Moberg
Park

Paradise
Park

Lions
Park

Coming May 2021
BUILT BY LOCAL CRAFTSMEN
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN AGES 0-5
STORYTIMES & SPECIAL EVENTS

Children's Book Drive & Little Library Sneak Peak
Book Drop Times & Locations
Parade of Homes | March 4 - March 28
Thursday's through Sunday's | Noon to 6:00pm
Board Books, Picture Books & Early Readers for ages 0-5

"The Lori 3"
4770 381st Trail
North Branch, MN 55056

"The Gene"
4736 381st Trail
North Branch, MN 55056

Lindstrom
Beach

Wildcat
Center

